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We describe a directed search for continuous gravitational waves in data from the sixth initial LIGO
science run. The target was the nearby globular cluster NGC 6544 at a distance of ≈2.7 kpc. The search
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covered a broad band of frequencies along with first and second frequency derivatives for a fixed sky
position. The search coherently integrated data from the two LIGO interferometers over a time span of
9.2 days using the matched-filtering F -statistic. We found no gravitational-wave signals and set
95% confidence upper limits as stringent as 6.0 × 10−25 on intrinsic strain and 8.5 × 10−6 on fiducial
ellipticity. These values beat the indirect limits from energy conservation for stars with characteristic spin-
down ages older than 300 years and are within the range of theoretical predictions for possible neutron-star
ellipticities. An important feature of this search was use of a barycentric resampling algorithm which
substantially reduced computational cost; this method is used extensively in searches of Advanced LIGO
and Virgo detector data.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.95.082005
I. INTRODUCTION
The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo
Collaboration have undertaken numerous searches for
continuous gravitational waves (GW). None has yet
detected a signal, but many have placed interesting upper
limits (ULs) on possible sources. These searches have
generally been drawn from one of three types.
Targeted searches are aimed at a single known
pulsar, with a known precise timing solution. The first
search for continuous waves, using data from the first
initial LIGO science run (S1), was of this type [1], and
subsequent searches have probed the Crab and Vela
pulsars, among others [2–7]. A number of these most
recent searches have been able to set direct upper limits
on GW emission comparable to or stricter than the
indirect “spin-down limits” (derived from energy con-
servation, as well as the distance from Earth of the target,
its gravitational-wave frequency, and the frequency’s first
derivative, the spin down) for a few of the pulsars
searched.
All-sky searches, as their name suggests, survey the
entire sky for neutron stars not seen as pulsars. These are
very computationally costly, searching over wide frequency
bands and covering large ranges of spin-down parameters
[8–17]. The latest of these have incorporated new tech-
niques to cover possible binary parameters as well [18].
Recent all-sky searches have set direct upper limits close to
indirect upper limits derived from galactic neutron-star
population simulations [19].
Directed searches sit between these two extremes.
As in the all-sky case, their targets are neutron stars not
seen as pulsars, so that the frequency and other
parameters are unknown. They focus, however, on a
known sky location (and therefore a known detector-
frame Doppler modulation). This directionality allows
for searching over a wide range of frequencies and
frequency derivatives while remaining much cheaper
computationally than an all-sky search without sacri-
ficing sensitivity. This approach was first used in a
search for the accreting neutron star in the low-mass
x-ray binary Sco X-1 [9,20,21].
The search for the central compact object in the super-
nova remnant Cassiopeia A (Cas A) [22] was the first
directed search for a young neutron star without electro-
magnetically detected pulsation, motivated by the idea that
young neutron stars might be promising emitters of
continuous GW. The Cas A search [22] set upper limits
on GW strain which beat an indirect limit derived from
energy conservation and the age of the remnant [23] over a
wide frequency band. Other directed searches have since
followed in its footsteps, using different data analysis
methods, for supernova 1987A and unseen neutron stars
near the galactic Center [21,24]. Most methodologically
similar to this search and the S5 Cas A search was a recent
search for nine supernova remnants [25], which also used
fully coherent integration over observation times on the
order of 10 days.
In this article, we describe a search of data from the sixth
initial LIGO science run (S6) for potential young isolated
neutron stars with no observed electromagnetic pulsations
in the nearby (d ≈ 2.7 kpc) globular cluster NGC 6544.
Globular clusters are unlikely to contain young neutron
stars, but in these dense environments older neutron stars
may be subject to debris accretion (see Sec. II C) or other
events which could render them detectable as gravitational-
wave sources. This particular globular cluster was chosen
so that a computationally feasible coherent search similar
to [22] could beat the age-based indirect limits on GW
emission.
The search did not find a GW signal, and hence the
main result is a set of upper limits on strain amplitude,
fiducial ellipticity, and r-mode amplitude α, similar to those
presented in [22]. An important new feature of the search
described here was use of a barycentric resampling algo-
rithm which substantially reduced computational cost,
allowing a search over a larger parameter space using a
longer coherence time (see Sec. II D). This barycentric
resampling method is used extensively in searches of
Advanced LIGO and Virgo detector data.
This article is structured as follows: In Sec. II we present
the method, implementation, and results of the search. The
upper limits set in the absence of a signal are presented in
Sec. III, and the results are discussed in Sec. IV.
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II. SEARCHES
A. Data selection
The sixth initial LIGO science run (S6) extended from
July 7, 2009 21∶00:00 UTC (GPS 931035615) to October
21, 2010 00∶00:00 UTC (GPS 971654415) and included
two initial LIGO detectors with 4-km arm lengths, H1 at
LIGO Hanford Observatory near Hanford, Washington and
L1 at LIGO Livingston Observatory near Livingston,
Louisiana.
After optimization at fixed computing cost determined
an optimum coherence time of 9.2 days (see Sec. II D), two
different methods were used to determine which data would
be searched, producing two different 9.2-day stretches.
Both were searched, allowing for the comparison of search
results between them.
The first method was to look for the most sensitive
average data from S6. This was done by taking nine week-
long data samples from each detector spaced roughly
55 days apart, giving nine evenly spaced weeks throughout
the duration of S6. The data samples used are shown in
Table I. We chose four representative frequencies (100,
200, 400, and 600 Hz) and generated joint-detector strain
noise power spectral densities (PSDs) in 1-Hz bands about
these frequencies, using 0.01-Hz binning. The sensitivity
hsens was then taken to be
hjsens ¼
0
B@ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1=100Þ ·P100i¼0ðSihðfiÞÞ−1q
1
CA
j
ð1Þ
where SihðfÞ represents the PSD value of the ith bin, at
frequency fi, and the index j runs from 1 through 4 and
represents the four representative frequencies (note that
this is not an actual estimate of detectable strain). At all
four frequencies, detector sensitivity improved as the run
progressed. Using this figure of merit, it was found that the
final nine days of S6 yielded the most sensitive data stretch
for all four frequencies: October 11–20, 2010 (GPS
970840605–971621841).
An alternate data selection scheme [22,25], which takes
detector duty cycle into account, is to maximize the figure
of merit
X
k;f
1
ShðfÞ
ð2Þ
where ShðfÞ represents the strain noise power spectral
density at frequency f in the kth short Fourier transform
(SFT), and the sum is taken across all frequencies f in the
search band and all SFTs in a given 9.2-day (see Sec. II D
below) observation time. The SFT format is science-mode
detector data split into 1800s segments, band-pass filtered
from 40–2035 Hz, Tukey windowed in the time domain,
and Fourier transformed. This method favored a different
data stretch: July 24–August 2, 2010 (GPS 964007133–
964803598). This second data stretch had slightly worse
average sensitivity than the first, but a higher detector
livetime: our first (October) data set contained 374 SFTs
(202 from Hanford and 172 from Livingston) with average
sensitivity h200 Hzsens ¼ 1.92 × 10−23; the second (July–
August) data set contained 642 SFTs (368 from Hanford
and 274 from Livingston) with average sensitivity
h200 Hzsens ¼ 1.95 × 10−23.
B. Analysis method
The analysis was based on matched filtering, the optimal
method for detecting signals of known functional form.
To obtain that form we assumed that the potential target
neutron star did not glitch (suffer an abrupt frequency
jump) or have significant timing noise (additional, possibly
stochastic, time dependence of the frequency) [26] during
the observation. We also neglected third and higher
derivatives of the GW frequency, based on the time span
and range of _f and f̈ (the first two derivatives) covered. The
precise expression for the interferometer strain response
hðtÞ to an incoming continuous GW also includes ampli-
tude and phase modulation by the changing of the beam
patterns as the interferometer rotates with the Earth. It
depends on the source’s sky location and orientation angles,
as well as on the parameters of the interferometer. The full
expression can be found in [27].
The detection statistic used was the multi-interferometer
F -statistic [28], based on the single-interferometer
F -statistic [27]. This combines the results of matched
filters for the signal in a way that is computationally
fast and nearly optimal [29]. Assuming Gaussian noise,
2F is drawn from a χ2 distribution with 4 degrees of
freedom.
We used the implementation of the F -statistic in
the LALSuite package [30]. In particular most of the
computing power of the search was spent in the
TABLE I. The weeks sampled to find the most sensitive S6
data. Times are given both in GPS and UTC calendar dates.
S6 sampling times
Label GPS start GPS end Dates (UTC)
Week 1 931053000 931657800 Jul 8–15, 2009
Week 2 936053000 936657800 Sep 3–10, 2009
Week 3 941053000 941657800 Oct 31–Nov 7, 2009
Week 4 946053000 946657800 Dec 28, 2009–Jan 4, 2010
Week 5 951053000 951657800 Feb 24–Mar 3, 2010
Week 6 956053000 956657800 Apr 23–30, 2010
Week 7 961053000 961657800 Jun 20–27, 2010
Week 8 966053000 966657800 Aug 17–24, 2010
Week 9 971053000 971657800 Oct 14–21, 2010
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ComputeFStatistic_v2 program. Unlike the version
used in preceding methodologically similar searches
[22,25], this one implements an option to use a barycentric
resampling algorithm which significantly speeds up the
analysis.
The method of efficiently computing the F -statistic by
barycentering and fast-Fourier transforming the data was
first proposed in [27]. Various implementations of this
method have been developed and used in previous
searches, such as [31–33]. Here we are using a new
LALSuite [30] implementation of this method, which
evolved out of [33], and which will be described in more
detail in a future publication. It converts the input data into
a heterodyned, down-sampled time series weighted by
antenna-pattern coefficients, and then resamples this time
series at the Solar System barycenter using an interpolation
technique. The resampled time series is then Fourier
transformed to return to the frequency domain, and from
there the F -statistic is calculated. For this search, both
single-detector and multidetector F -statistics were calcu-
lated (see the vetoes section below).
Timing tests run on a modern processor (ca. 2011)
showed that the resampling code was more than 24 times
faster in terms of seconds per template per SFT. This
improvement, by more than an order of magnitude, was
used to perform a deeper search over a wider parameter
space than previously possible for the computational cost
incurred (see target selection and search parameters below).
C. Target selection
Unlike previous directed searches, this one targets a
globular cluster. Since stars in globular clusters are very
old, it is unlikely that a young neutron star will be found in
such an environment. However, some neutron stars are
known to be accompanied by debris disks [34] and even
planets [35–37]. In the densely populated core of a globular
cluster, close encounters may stimulate bombardment
episodes as debris orbits are destabilized, akin to cometary
bombardments in our Solar System when the Oort cloud is
perturbed [38]. A neutron star which has recently accreted
debris could have it funneled by the magnetic field into
mountains which relax on time scales of 105–108 years
[39] and emit gravitational waves for that duration. Other
mechanisms are likely to last a few years at most [40].
Hence an old neutron star could be a good gravitational-
wave source with a low spin-down age.
The first step in picking a globular cluster is a figure of
merit based on that for directed searches for supernova
remnants [23], an indirect upper limit on gravitational-wave
strain based on energy conservation and the age of the
object. Here the inverse of the object age is replaced by the
interaction rate of the globular cluster, which scales like
densityð3=2Þ times core radius2 [38,41], reflecting the mean
time since the last bombardment. It is hard to know when
the most recent bombardment episode was, and thus the
constant factor out in front, but globular clusters can be
ranked with respect to each other by a maximum-strain-
type figure of merit
h0 ∝ ρ
3=4
c rc=d; ð3Þ
where ρc is the globular cluster core density, rc is the core
radius, d is the distance to the cluster, and thus rc=d is the
angular radius of the core. We ranked the Harris catalog of
globular clusters [42,43] by this figure of merit and looked
at the top few choices, which were mainly nearby core-
collapsed clusters. The closest is NGC 6397 at ≈2.2 kpc,
but it is at high declination. This lessens the Doppler
modulation of any gravitational-wave signal, making it
harder to distinguish from stationary spectral line artifacts,
which tend to contaminate searches at high declination near
the ecliptic pole. Hence we chose the next closest, NGC
6544, which is at a declination of less than 30 degrees and
only slightly further away at ≈2.7 kpc.
We restrict the search described below to sources for
which the bombardment history corresponds to a character-
istic spin-down age older than 300 years. The figure of
300 years is mainly a practical consideration: the cost of a
search rises steeply for lower spin-down ages, and 300 years
proved tractable for the Cas A search [22].
D. Search parameter space
An iterative method was used to generate the parameter
space to be searched. Starting with an (assumed) spin-
down age no younger than 300 years, a braking index
n ¼ 5 (see below), and the known distance to the globular
cluster, we calculated the age-based indirect upper
limit. This is an optimistic limit on the gravitational-wave
strain h0 which assumes that all energy lost as the target
neutron star spins down is radiated away as gravitational
waves [23],
h0 ≤
1
d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
5GI
2c3τðn − 1Þ
s
: ð4Þ
Here d is the distance to the target, τ the assumed age of
the target object, and I a fiducial moment of inertia for a
neutron star (1038 kg · m2). G and c are the gravitational
constant and the speed of light, respectively. This age-based
limit was then superimposed on a curve of expected upper
limits in the absence of signal for the LIGO detectors,
obtained from the noise PSD harmonically averaged over
all of S6 and both interferometers. A running median with a
16-Hz window was further applied to smooth the curve.
The curve is given by
h95%0 ¼ Θ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Sh
Tdata
s
ð5Þ
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where Sh is the harmonically averaged noise, Tdata is the
coherence time (the total data livetime searched coherently),
initially estimated at twoweeks, andΘ is a sensitivity factor
that includes a trials factor, or number of templates searched,
and uncertainty in the source orientation [23]. For a directed
search like ours, Θ is approximately 35 [23,44]. The
intersection of this coherence-time adjusted upper limit
curve and our indirect limit [Eq. (4)] gives an initial
frequency band over which the indirect limit can be beaten.
The braking index is related to the frequency parameters by
the definition,
n ¼ ff̈
_f2
: ð6Þ
Assuming a braking index n between 2 and 7 covers
most accepted neutron-star models (n ¼ 5, the neutron star
radiating all energy as gravitational waves via the mass
quadrupole, is used to obtain the indirect limit). We allow
the braking indices in these expressions to range from 2 to 7
independently, to reflect the fact that in general multiple
processes are operating and _f is not a simple power law.
This constraint on the braking indices then produces limits
on the frequency derivatives given by [23]
f
τ
≤ − _f ≤
f
6τ
ð7Þ
for the spin down at each frequency and
2_f2
f
≤ f̈ ≤
7_f2
f
ð8Þ
for the second spin down at each ðf; _fÞ. The step sizes
for frequency and its derivatives are given by the
equations [33,45,46]
df ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3m
p
π
1
Tdata
; ð9Þ
d _f ¼ 12
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
5m
p
π
1
T2data
; ð10Þ
and
df̈ ¼ 20
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
7m
p
π
1
T3data
; ð11Þ
where m is the mismatch parameter, the maximum loss of
2F due to discretization of the frequency and derivatives
[47,48]. This search used a mismatch parameterm ¼ 0.2 at
all stages.
From these relations the total number of templates
(points in frequency parameter space) to be searched can
be calculated, and with knowledge of the per-template
time taken by the code (obtained from timing tests), the
total computing time can be obtained. Limiting the target
computing time, in our case to 1000 core months, then
allows us to solve for the coherence time Tdata, which we
then feed back into Eq. (5) to begin the process anew until it
iteratively converges on a parameter space and accompa-
nying coherence time. The iterative algorithm thus balances
the computational gains from resampling between the
use of a longer coherence time (giving better sensitivity)
and the expansion of the parameter space over which the
indirect limit can be beaten (caused by the improved
sensitivity). The result for the globular cluster NGC
6544 is a search over the frequency range 92.5 to
675 Hz, with a coherence time of 9.2 days.
The peculiar velocities of globular clusters are negli-
gible, as they represent an essentially constant Doppler shift
of order 1 × 10−3; so is velocity dispersion, which is an
order of magnitude smaller. Since we search down to
300-year time scales, the acceleration of the cluster is also
not an issue [49].
E. Implementation
All searches were run on the LIGO-Caltech Computing
Cluster at the California Institute of Technology in
Pasadena, California, under the control of the Condor
queuing system for parallel processing. The search process
was split into 5825 individual Condor jobs, each of which
searched over a 0.1-Hz sub-band and corresponding
swathes of ð _f; f̈Þ. The number of templates searched by
each job thus varied as a function of frequency.
Each search job produced three distinct outputs. First, a
record was made of all candidates with 2F above 45.0, a
choice of recording different from the fifth initial LIGO
science run (S5) search which recorded the loudest 0.01%
of events. This was needed because of the contamination
of the S6 noise by detector artifacts, as well as limits on
the disk space available and the input/output capability of
the cluster file system. Second, a histogram of 2F values
for all templates searched was produced to verify that
the data matched the expected chi-square distribution
(described in Sec. II B above). Last, each job produced
a record of the loudest (highest-2F -valued) candidate in
its 0.1-Hz band, regardless of threshold. This data were
used in the setting and validation of upper limits (see
Sec. III below).
F. Vetoes
A high value of 2F is not enough to claim a detection,
since instrumental artifacts lead to non-Gaussian and/or
nonstationary noise in many narrow frequency bands.
A variety of veto techniques was used to trim down the
initial list of candidates and arrive at a final list of
outliers.
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Six 0.1 Hz sub-bands [see Table (II)] had to be manually
aborted in both searches, with a seventh aborted in the
July–August search, as even with the threshold in place,
they produced an excessive number of candidates. Each of
these sub-bands was compared to records of known noise
artifacts and disturbances in the detector, and in each case a
known instrumental line was confirmed. These sub-bands
were later rerun with the record of candidates disabled in
order to produce histograms and loudest-outlier files for
upper limit validation.
To protect against spurious noise lines, a second veto
based on the F -statistic consistency veto introduced in [15]
was used. This uses the fact that an astrophysical signal
should have a higher joint value of 2F (combining data
from the two interferometers) than in either interferometer
alone. Recorded candidates that violate this inequality were
vetoed. This is a simpler version of the more recent line
veto [50].
Finally, to enforce coincidence between detectors, a
single-detector threshold was employed. Since a true
astrophysical signal should be present in both detectors
at a significant level, any candidates passing the initial
joint-detector detection criteria (see Sec. II G) also had to
pass an additional threshold on the individual-detector
values of 2F .
The 0.1 Hz band between 200 and 200.1 Hz was
arbitrarily chosen as a test band. The joint-detector 2F
values were taken from the loudest-candidate files and used
to semianalytically compute [51] an estimate of the 95%
upper limit for that sub-band using the SFTs employed by
the search. Sets of 1,000 software injections were per-
formed with strengths of 100%, 80%, 60%, 40% and 20%
of this estimated upper limit. The results were used to set a
threshold of 2F ≥ 20 in each individual detector, leading to
an additional false dismissal rate of 1.5% of injections at the
95% confidence upper limit estimate (ULE). Candidates
failing to meet this criterion were vetoed.
G. Detection criteria and results
The results of a mock data challenge (MDC) were used
to set a detection criterion for the joint-detector 2F value.
The mock data challenge consisted of a set of 1577 artificial
continuous wave (CW) signals injected into a set of real
detector data from S6, which were then searched for using
the same resampled F -statistic used in the search. A survey
of the loudest joint-detector 2F value reported for back-
ground sub-bands known to be free of injected signals for
the band between 200 and 240 Hz (used in a pilot MDC
run) gave a mean loudest joint detector 2F ≈ 55. While we
cannot be sure there were zero true signals in these sub-
bands, the fact that no true CW signal has ever been
reported in the S6 data implies that the odds that real signals
were present, in high enough number and strength to
significantly alter that mean, are very low. This threshold
was confirmed to be appropriate for other bands as well, via
visual examination of distributions of the detection statistic
in a large sampling of 0.1 Hz bins throughout the full search
band and via examination of the loudest detection statistic
from each 0.1 Hz sub-band for all 0.1 Hz sub-bands. Given
this background level, the detection criterion was chosen to
be joint detector 2F ≥ 60 to maintain high efficiency and
low false-alarm rate (the false-alarm rate was 3.17% in
these pilot sub-bands).
With these detection criteria, a search was carried out in
S6 data. The lists of all templates with joint detector 2F
greater than 45.0 were filtered for the individual detector
threshold and the consistency veto, both singly and in
tandem. If the loudest template failed either check, the list
was used to move to the next-loudest template until the
loudest template passing all thresholds and vetoes was
identified. This created three sets of results (threshold only,
veto only, and thresholdþ veto) which could all be queried
independently.
The joint 2F values for the loudest single template
(passing all thresholds and vetoes) in each 0.1 Hz sub-band
were collated into lists spanning 10 Hz (100 joint 2F
values per list). These lists were then parsed, and any joint
2F values greater than the joint 2F threshold of 60 were
identified. Each such entry’s corresponding template was
then added to a list of outliers. This method produced a list
of 168 outliers for the entirety of the search band in the
October data, and a list of 155 outliers for the entirety of the
search band in the July–August data.
These outliers were then tested using time shifts and
extended looks. In a time shift, the frequency parameters
of the outliers from each data stretch (October and July–
August) were evolved forwards or backwards in time, as
appropriate, and sought in the opposite data stretch, under
the assumption that a true astrophysical signal should be
present in both data sets for the implicitly long lived CW
signals searched for here. A set of 1000 software injections
(simulated signals with randomly generated parameters)
underwent the same treatment to provide a baseline 2F
TABLE II. Search sub-bands that, due to the identified dis-
turbances, produced an excessive number of candidates and were
aborted. The 580.0 Hz sub-band had to be stopped only for the
July–August run; the other six bands were vetoed in both
searches.
Band
job minimum
and maximum
frequency (Hz) Note
370.1 370.1 370.2 L1 output mode
cleaner (OMC) jitter line
393.1 393.1 393.2 H1 calibration line
396.7 396.7 396.8 L1 calibration line
400.2 400.2 400.3 H1 OMC quad
photodiode (QPD) line
403.8 403.8 403.9 L1 OMC QPD line
417.1 417.1 417.2 H1 OMC QPD line
580.0 580.0 580.1 L1 2 Hz Harmonic
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threshold for signal detection, and outliers surpassing the
threshold were considered present.
In an extended look, each outlier was sought in an
expanded 20-day coherence time encompassing the origi-
nal nine-day coherence time; the same assumption of signal
continuity would predict, roughly, a doubling of the 2F
value for a doubling of coherence time. These cases as well
were tested with software injections to determine a
threshold.
In both time shifts and extended looks, the searches were
conducted over a parameter space envelope obtained by
starting at the outlier frequency parameters ðf; _f; f̈Þ  2
bins, and evolving those ranges backwards or forwards in
time using the extremum values of the next derivative (e.g.,
f evolved at maximum _f, _f evolved at maximum f̈) to
achieve a conservatively wide envelope.
Outliers detected in time shifts and extended looks with
joint 2F greater than the threshold established by the
software injections were labeled candidates. The time shift
and extended look tests were not cumulative; an outlier
needed only to survive any one test, not all of them, to
persist as a candidate. The software injection threshold
for both types of test was placed at a value for joint 2F
yielding 80% injection recovery; because each outlier
would receive further consideration if it passed either test,
the false dismissal probability for the first follow-up stage
was ≈4%. The combined 323 outliers produced only seven
candidates, listed in Table III.
These seven candidates were subject to manual follow
up. They were compared to strain histograms of run-
averaged (i.e., over all of S6) spectra from each detector,
to identify instrumental noise lines which could be respon-
sible. In five of the seven cases, the strain histograms gave
clear evidence of an instrumental noise line responsible
for the candidate, and in these cases records of prior
detector characterization studies were consulted to provide
explanations for the noise artifacts. In those cases the
artifact is listed in Table III as well. Two of the artifacts
arose from hardware injections located at other points in the
sky, used to test interferometer response [25].
The final remaining two candidates, which were not
associated with known instrumental lines, were given
another subsequent round of follow up: a time shift and
extended look performed in data from June 2010, the
farthest removed (in the time domain) available data of
comparable sensitivity. The large time separation creates a
large difference in the Doppler corrections needed to
reconstruct an astrophysical source, making these correc-
tions unlikely to reinforce instrumental or environmental
artifacts. Both outliers failed to pass the 2F thresholds
established by software injections in any of their June tests.
The loudest 2F value expected in the absence of signal
depends on the number of templates searched [51]1;
for our search, the largest expected 2F value lies in the
range 72 ≤ 2F ≤ 80 with 90% confidence. The 2F values
associated with the two remaining candidates, outliers
79 and 131, were joint detector 2F ¼ 61.3 and joint
detector 2F ¼ 61.9, respectively. The final two candidates’
failure to pass the June tests and their marginal 2F values
led us to dismiss them as noise fluctuations.
For ease of understanding, Table IV illustrates the
successive stages of follow up, and the number of remain-
ing candidates after each step.
Thus no credible gravitational-wave signals were
detected by our search. In the absence of a detection, we
can set upper limits on the possible strength of gravitational
waves in our data.
TABLE III. The seven candidates that passed the first round of outlier follow up. The columns give, respectively, the outlier’s
identifying number; the frequency of the outlier in the search; the frequency of the outlier in the follow-up data set in which it appeared;
the 2F value of the outlier in the search; the 2F value of the outlier in the follow-up data set in which it appeared; the explanation, if any,
provided by comparison with run-averaged strain histograms in conjunction with detector characterization records. For outliers due to
random noise and for many instrumental artifacts, we expect the follow-up 2F to be smaller than the originally obtained 2F , in contrast
to true signals for which 2F should increase with observation time.
July–August data
Outlier Search f (Hz) Follow-up f (Hz) Search 2F J Follow-up 2F J Artifact, if any
27 192.4907 192.4956 612.969 300.712 Hardware injection
74 392.2232 392.2315 189.903 173.787 Clock noise
77 394.0231 394.0307 228.268 197.300 Digital line
October data
27 192.4195 192.4313 875.575 484.254 Hardware injection
79 403.6424 403.8612 114.626 61.331 —–
85 417.0394 417.1384 60.309 176.200 H1 output mode cleaner line
131 575.9658 576.5057 61.943 53.805 —–
1The NT templates used in our searches are not completely
independent, but can be represented by N statistically indepen-
dent templates where N ≈ 0.88NT . See Sec. 8.7 of [51].
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III. UPPER LIMITS
A. Methods
The method of setting upper limits was a variation on
that used in [22] and [25]. This upper limit determination is
based only of the F -statistic and does not include addi-
tional criteria involved in candidate follow up. We split the
frequency band into 0.1-Hz sub-bands, and for each of
these used a semianalytic Monte Carlo method to estimate
a 95% upper limit, defined as the strain h0 at which our
detection criterion would successfully detect 95% of
signals. Due to the high computational cost of individually
verifying all 5800 such sub-bands, these 0.1-Hz upper limit
bands were consolidated into 1-Hz sub-bands. For each
such 1-Hz band, we performed 1,000 software injections,
split into eight groups of 125 signals. The strain h0 of each
group was 5%;10%;15%, and 20% of the semi-
analytic ULEs, respectively. A software injection was
considered validated if it returned a value of 2F greater
than or equal to the loudest outlier in its 0.1-Hz sub-band,
thus maintaining the original granularity. For each 1-Hz
band, these 1,000 injections thus produced eight points
on a detection efficiency curve. We then used a least-
squares method to produce a sigmoid fit to the data
points, and from this curve determined a true 95% upper
limit, defined as the value of h0 at which the fitting curve
intersected 95% efficiency. Figure 1 shows such a plot
for a sample band. In cases where the 95% point was
extrapolated (as opposed to interpolated) from the eight
points, and in cases where the uncertainty on the 95%
point was greater than 5%, a new set of eight points was
generated using the 95% point as the initial h0 estimate
and a 95% point was determined from the combined sets
(e.g., a curve was fit to 16 points after one rerun, 24 points
after two reruns, etc.).
A small number of 0.1-Hz bands had outliers so large
that the semianalytic method failed to converge to an
estimate for h0. Instrumental artifacts at these frequencies
were identified using S6 run-averaged spectra and the
respective 1-Hz bands were then rerun with the disturbed
0.1-Hz sub-band excluded. The excluded bands are detailed
in Table V.
B. Results
Figure 2 shows the 95% confidence ULs over the full
band for the July–August data set, which was the more
sensitive of the two because of its much greater livetime
(642 SFTs vs 374 SFTs for the October data set). The blue
curve represents the expected sensitivity of the search for
this data set, computed from the power spectral density at
each frequency; there is good agreement with the ULs. The
black line represents the age-based limit derived when first
considering the parameter space. Its intersection with the
ULs at either end of the plot is a confirmation that we
correctly estimated the frequency band to search over.
TABLE IV. An illustration of the follow-up process, tracking
the number of remaining candidates (and the nomenclature used
for them in this paper) after each successive stage of follow up.
Follow-up stage
Remaining candidates
(nomenclature)
Initial search 323 (outliers)
Time shiftsþ extended looks 7 (candidates)
Manual follow up: strain histograms 2 (candidates)
June data testsþ loudest expected 2F 0 (candidates)
h0/(analytic h 0 estimate)
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1
Reduced Chi-square = 0.33821
Chi-square probability = 0.91699
y = 1/(1+exp(-a(x-b)))
a = 9.3521
b = 0.60495
True 95% = 0.9198 (+/- 0.011281)*h 0 estimate
Fit to upper limit estimates in sample band
FIG. 1. A demonstration of the upper limit validation technique
for a sample band (101 Hz, October data). The x-axis is hnom, h0
divided by the ULE for this upper limit band; the eight points
represent detection efficiencies for eight sets of 125 software
injections. These eight points are then fit to a sigmoid curve (in
black); the 95% upper limit can then be read off from the point
where the curve crosses 95% detection efficiency.
TABLE V. The twelve 0.1-Hz bands with outliers too large for
the semianalytic method to converge to an estimate for h0. These
0.1-Hz sub-bands were excluded from upper limit analysis; the
quoted upper limits (Fig. 2) represent the remainder of their
respective 1-Hz bands. The first column lists the affected 1-Hz
band; the second column lists the respective vetoed 0.1-Hz sub-
band; the third column lists the instrumental artifact identified
using S6 run-averaged spectra.
Affected
1-Hz band
Vetoed 0.1-Hz
sub-band Artifact
180 180.0–180.1 Power mains harmonic
192 192.4–192.5 Hardware injection
217 217.5–217.6 Known instrumental artifact
234 234.0–234.1 Digital line (L1)
290 290.0–290.1 Digital line (L1)
370 370.1–370.2 L1 output mode cleaner line
393 393.1–393.2 Calibration line (H1)
396 396.7–396.8 Calibration line (L1)
400 400.2–400.3 H1 output mode cleaner line
403 403.8–403.9 L1 output mode cleaner line
417 417.1–417.2 H1 output mode cleaner line
580 580.0–580.1 Digital line (L1)
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Figure 3 is a similar plot converting the upper limits
on h0 to upper limits on fiducial ellipticity ϵ, using the
formula [52]
ϵ ¼ c
4
4π2G
d
Izzf2
h0: ð12Þ
The black curve represents the age-based limit on
fiducial ellipticity, using the same assumptions (braking
index n ¼ 5, age τ ¼ 300 years) used in the parameter
space calculations.
The amplitude α of r-mode oscillations in a neutron
star is related to the gravitational-wave strain amplitude h0
by [53]
α ¼ 0.028

h0
10−24

r
1 kpc

100 Hz
f

3
: ð13Þ
Figure 4 uses this formula to convert the upper limits on
h0 to upper limits on the r-mode amplitude α. The black
curve represents the age-based limit on α, under the same
age assumptions used for h0 and ellipticity, but with n ¼ 7,
which characterizes r-mode emission. In all three plots, the
age-based limit is beaten everywhere the upper limits lie
below the black curve.
IV. DISCUSSION
This search has placed the first explicit upper limits on
continuous gravitational-wave strength from the nearby
globular cluster NGC 6544 for spin-down ages as young as
300 years, and is the first directed CW search for any
globular cluster. The most stringent upper limits on strain
(hUL0 ) obtained were h
UL
0 ¼ 6.7 × 10−25 for the 173–174 Hz
band in the October data set, and hUL0 ¼ 6.0 × 10−25 for the
170–171 Hz band in the July–August data.
Frequency (Hz)
100 200 300 400 500 600
h 0
10 -25
10 -24
10 -23
10 -22
95% Confidence Upper Limits
July 24-Aug 2 data
Age-based limit
Sensitivity Curve
95% Upper Limits
FIG. 2. Upper limits at 95% confidence (red circles) compared to the upper limit estimate curve of the detector (blue curve) and the
initial age-based limit on h0 (black line). The upper limit estimate curve is based on Eq. (5) over the 9.2 days of coherence time,
corrected for detector livetime and sky location and summed over detectors in inverse quadrature.
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FIG. 3. Upper limits at 95% confidence (red circles) compared
to the initial age-based limit on fiducial ellipticity ϵ (black line).
FIG. 4. Upper limits at 95% confidence (red circles) compared
to the initial age-based limit on r-mode amplitude α (black line).
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The best upper limit is comparable to the best upper
limit of 7 × 10−25 at 150 Hz obtained by the Cas A search
[22]; the recent search over nine supernova remnants,
done without resampling [25], set upper limits as low as
3.7 × 10−25 for the supernova remnant G93.3þ 6.9, but
used a coherence time of over 23 days (and a frequency
band of only 264 Hz). The same analysis set a comparable
95% upper limit of 6.4 × 10−25 for the supernova remnant
G1.9þ 0.3, as expected given its similar declination
and the search’s similar coherence time (9.2 days for
NGC 6544 vs 9.1 days for G1.9þ 0.3). Note, however,
that the G1.9þ 0.3 search was limited to a 146 Hz search
band, compared to 583 Hz for NGC 6544. The search
reported here was carried out at substantially less computa-
tional cost because of barycentric resampling, and could
thus search over a much larger parameter space.
The best upper limit on fiducial ellipticity, established
using the July–August data set, was ϵ ¼ 8.5 × 10−6, for the
1-Hz band starting at 670 Hz. This is comparable to the best
upper limit (4 × 10−5) obtained by the Cas A search [51];
the supernova remnant search [25] set a comparable upper
limit on fiducial ellipticity at 7.6 × 10−5 for the supernova
remnant G1.9þ 0.3.
These ellipticities are within the range of maximum
theoretical ellipticities predicted for stars with some
exotic phases in the core [54,55], and the lowest of them
is achievable for purely nucleonic stars with a sufficiently
stiff equation of state and low mass [55]. Hence the search
could have detected some exotic stars if they were
supporting close to their maximum possible ellipticity;
however, the lack of a detection cannot be used to infer
constraints on the composition of any star, since the
deformation could be much less than its maximum
supportable value.
The first observing run of the Advanced LIGO detectors
began in September 2015 [56] and the sensitivity of the
detectors is already three times or more better than that used
in this search, with an order of magnitude improvement
over S6 expected eventually [57]. The barycentric resam-
pling algorithm first implemented in this search is being
used extensively in CW searches in the advanced detector
era; it has been integrated into the search codes for both
coherent searches (like the supernova remnant search) [58]
and semicoherent searches (Einstein@Home).
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